
 

New Orleans JCC  
Goldring Woldenberg Sports and Wellness Complex 

Monday - Thursday, 5:30 AM - 10:00 PM    
Friday, 5:30 AM – 5:00 PM 

 Effective January 6, 2019                                                   Saturday - Sunday, 8:00 AM - 6:45 PM  
 

 

WINTER 2020 SCHEDULE 
 

 

Register and pay through the MINDBODY or NOJCC app.  First time registering through the app 
for these classes?  Please go to nojcc.org/mindbody in order to receive JCC Gold member pricing. 
 

All classes are 50 minutes unless otherwise noted. Fees and descriptions are located on the other side 
 
 

 

ROOM/STUDIO KEY 

SGT Personal Training/Small Group 
Training Studio (Floor 2) 

SUNDAY 

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

9:00 AM TRX Circuit SGT Josh 

MONDAY 

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

8:15 AM TRX Suspension  SGT Rachel  

5:00 PM TRX Suspension (30m) SGT Josh 

TUESDAY 

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

8:30 AM TRX Suspension (30m) SGT Caroline 

9:15 AM TRX HIIT SGT Caroline 

5:30 PM TRX Suspension SGT Josh 

WEDNESDAY 

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

6:30 AM TRX Circuit SGT Kelsey 

5:30 PM TRX RIP and Ropes SGT Josh 

  THURSDAY  

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

9:15 AM TRX Suspension SGT Rachel  

  FRIDAY  

9:15 AM J-Fit SGT Caroline 

SATURDAY 

TIME CLASS STUDIO INSTRUCTOR 

9:00 AM XRow SGT Caroline 

11:30 AM Boxing + HIIT SGT Santiago  

  SIGNATURE SMALL GROUP TRAINING  



 

MEMBER FEES 
 
Platinum SGT 

8 classes per month | $96 members ($12/class)  
MUST use all classes in 30 days 
 

10 class package  
$150 members ($15/class)  
Expires 90 days after purchase 

 

Drop-in rate 
$20 per class (members and non-members)  

 
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

BOXING+HIIT Class focused on implementing your physical fitness by performing advanced boxing combinations & 

techniques, plus a strong focus on conditioning using HIIT drills applied to boxing to optimize your power and endurance. 

J-FIT Unique JCC Fitness class that uses kettlebells, dumbbells, medicine balls, TRX Suspension straps, rowers, and body 

weight to do exercises to exhaust every muscle in the body using intervals. This is an advanced class, please bring water and 

towel to the turf! 

TRX SUSPENSION Suspension training that uses your body weight to develop strength, balance, and flexibility all while your 

core is engaged. This class will take you through all 7 foundational movements while just using the TRX Suspension Trainer. 

Be prepared to make your body your machine as you fit every exercise machine in the gym to one functional strap.    

TRX CIRCUIT In the class you will pair cardio moves using machines such as the ski erg, rowing machine, Airdyne bike, and 

your bodyweight with strength moves using modalities such as the TRX Suspension trainer and TRX RIP Trainer. This circuit 

style fashion will keep you engaged and guessing what is coming next!   

TRX HIIT Longer rounds on TRX, followed by high intensity cardio bursts for shorter rounds to keep your heart rate up 

throughout class as you transition between strength and cardio moves. You’ll also burn massive amounts of calories after 

class as well.  Make sure to ask your instructor what “EPOC” means.   

TRX RIP AND ROPES You’ll work your entire body from head to toe like it’s never been worked before, while igniting your 

core in ways you never could have imagined!  All while training in a 3D environment using the best kept secret in the entire 

gym the TRX RIP Trainer.  As soon as you’re finished getting RIPED, you’ll grab the battle ropes to get your heart pumping 

while working your body in ways you have to experience to believe.  

XROW This is your total body workout! We will alternate sprint and/or endurance intervals on the water rower with power, 

strength, and core exercises on the floor using a variety of equipment. 


